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Dap Hartmann
Leiden, The Netherlands "We are not interested in the possibilities of defeat; they do not exist" --Queen Victoria to A.J. Balfour, in 'Black Week', Dec. 1899.
Almost a century ago, Queen Victoria wrote these words. Only a handful of years ago, it was the average opinion of grandmasters with respect to computers. But computers got stronger, and grandmasters were occasionally being beaten by them. The annual AEGON tournament provides a true arena to investigate the latest progress in artificial chess-playing. Will computers prove to be tougher competition than last year? In the 1989 edition of this event, there was only one grandmaster (Hans Ree), and the humans took 71 % of the points. Last year, when two grandmasters participated, the computers had clearly gained strength. This time the living participants gathered 'only' 56% of the points. This year, no less than 6 grandmasters played in the world's largest annual man-computer event, the AEGON tournament.
Under the spheres
The venue was different this year. With so many players (20 humans, 20 computers), the old site had been outgrown, and the battlefield was moved to AEGON's Mariahoeve headquarters. 
Human meets human
It was an exciting tournament, and not just for the games. For the first time in the history of this event, a transatlantic computer was operated on site by its creator. Hans Berliner had come to taste the friendly atmosphere the AEGON tournament breezes. It certainly added tremendeously to the status of the event to have him present. I strongly hope that AEGON will extend more such invitations and will provide the necessary financial support for future editions of the tournament. Finally, Hitech was no longer a mysterious machine situated in Pittsburgh, made in USA, but operated by a Dutchman. After playing Hitech, opponents now had the opportunity to discuss the ins and outs of the game, as well as the concept of the machine, with Hans Berliner. It was delightful to see Bronstein and Berliner in conversation. As if computers never existed, they discussed old times and mutual friends. Another historical meeting was between Hans Berliner and Piet Bakker. One has only to read through old issues of this Journal to refresh the memory of their paper battIe. Unfortunately, Bakker did not meet Hitech in the tournament.
Results
The humans were more serious than ever before. Especially John van der Wiel, who won all his six games. Although he was realistic enough to state that "you have to allow losing the occasional half or even full point", he had purposefully tuned his style to deal with computers. He won the tournament a full point ahead of Piket, Cifuentes, Wind and Tudjman. Surprisingly enough, the highest finishing computer (M_Chess) occupied only a (shared) 9 th place. No more than 3 computers finished within the first nineteen. In his opening speech, Jaap van den Herik had predicted that two computers would be amongst the top-5. He could hardly have been more wrong. After the tournament, the opinion prevailed that computers still had a long way to go, and that it seemed like people were learning to exploit their weaknesses. It was as if it had been easier this time than last year.
However, a careful inspection of the final results shows otherwise. This year, the human field, led by six grandmasters, claimed 61 % of the points. Discounting all grandmaster vs. computer games, the figure drops to 53%. Adding to this the results of the same two grandmasters that played last year (Bronstein and Piket) the human score rises to 'only' 56%, or equal to last year. Considering that Hitech was showing clear signs of illness (some weeks later, Hans Berliner reported that a faulty chip was probably the culprit. I know, it is the same old excuse: when a computer plays badly, there is 'something wrong with the machine'. But it happens to be true, in this case at least). Also, Deep Thought was not playing. The same held true for last year, of course. There is no need for cheap excuses. The human chess-players showed convincingly that they were stronger this year. I would not bet my life on next year, provided that all efforts are undertaken to get the strongest computers in the arena.
Maybe six grandmasters will not be enough to attain a human victory then. We will see.
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